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What gender are you ?  25 responses
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How old are you?  25 responses
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What after – school club do you participate?
25 responses
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From the graphic above, we understand that each 

student chooses a different club according to their 

own interests, likes, needs etc…
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Do you like these classes?  25  responses

Nearly all students love 

the clubs they join as

they join them because 

they want to, not because 

their families or their

teachers want…



Do you think these classes are useful?
25 responses
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We see that none of the

students think these

classes are useless.

On the contrary, most of 

them think these classes

are useful.
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Do you consider a career in the subject of after-
school club you have chosen?25 responses

It is seen that the graph data are very close to each other because we

know that the reason for each student to choose an after-school club 

is different, some choose according to his interest, some choose

according to his needs thats why while some of the students consider

a career in the subject of their after-school club,  some of them don`t 

consider. 



What benefits do you notice from attending 
after-school clubs of your choice? 25 responses
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Seri 1

It is obvious that after-school clubs have benefits in many ways for

students. According to the graphic below most of the students learn

new things in these clubs so it could mean that these students also

have a motivation for learning while attending these after-school

clubs. They enjoy themselves happy and free,too.



On a scale from 1 to 5, how big is your motivation 
for learning?25 responses
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More than half of the students have a big motivation for learning

so it is clear After-school clubs motivate the students for learning.



To sum up the results of the
questionnaire we applied to our

students,
Most of our students choose different after-school clubs from each

other and they choose these clubs because of different reasons,too. 

No matter why they choose these clubs but they choose and they take

advantages of them in many ways. The most important benefit of 

these classes is MOTIVATION FOR LEARNING because it is obvious that

our students have fun and feel free while learning new things with this

motivation.We are sure that if this motivation goes on, the students

will love their schools and lessons more and they will change their

attitude towards schools.


